
UNSTITCHED

I recall my first exposure to that transcendent paradigm that is 
the nude female form as if that first wave of neural explosion 
triggered by visual stimuli was happening this very moment. 

And like my first taste of Grands Échézeaux, or the first time I stood 
transfixed in front of the totemic work of abstract expressionist 
Mark Rothko, with it I was forever transformed. Because in my 
10-year-old adolescent mind I suddenly recognised the hand of 
the divine in the creation of proportions so perfect yet refracted 
in a multiplicity so wildly varied. These forms were somehow such 
a perfect expression of Euclid’s ‘golden ratio’ and extraordinary 
vivid sensual expressionism ad infinitum. I felt like Paul Gauguin 
parachuted into the Tahitian Garden of Eden amid all the lush 
verdant nude womanhood that I chanced upon in my peripatetic 
exploration of the clearly clothing-optional beach beyond the 
picnic grounds where my family had just finished our simple 
but satiating lunch of bread, Gruyère and Saint-Émilion. Upon 
returning, I said with absolute certainty: “There are naked women 
on that beach. I must say it is all rather magnificent.” To which 
one of my parents’ friends replied: “Now then, Wei, if you’ve seen 
one pair of naked breasts you’ve seen them all.” I considered her 
statement for a moment and rebutted: “I’m sorry, madam, but I 
must assure you, you are quite mistaken.” The point is: hair, skin, 
teeth, navels, legs, feet, hips… the female form is something far 
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In 1947, Angelo Campolin rode his bike from Maniago in northern Italy to Venice, a journey of 120 kilometres, 
to sell the first 30 stiletto switchblades he had made. His mission was a huge success, and nearly 70 years 
later, the family firm he founded — A.G.A. Campolin — are the world’s leading artisanal knife makers. 

more than the sum of its parts. It is, for lack of a better description, 
an endless palimpsest of holy organic harmonies that inspire 
painters, poets, car designers, photographers and, yes, even Bruno 
Mars to endlessly aspire to appropriate the uncontainable lush 
beauty contained therein.

Similarly, since I was a boy I’ve always been enchanted by the 
switchblade knife, which, like the nude female form, is far more 
than the sum of its parts. It is, after all, somewhat pedestrian, is it 
not? A simple folding knife that features a spring-propelled blade. 
But it is the sound the switchblade makes, that dry audible snap, 
as distinct as the ‘snikt’ as Wolverine opens his claws, combined 
with the blade flashing into the light that is the perfect illustration 
of potential energy going kinetic. To me, the switchblade is as 
evocative as the most kinetically vibrant art of Swiss sculptor Jean 
Tinguely. It is the embodiment of all the modernism and energy 
expressed by F.T. Marinetti in his Manifesto of Futurism when he 
decried: “Let’s go. Look there on the Earth. The very first dawn. 
There’s nothing to match the splendour of the sun’s red sword, 
slashing for the first time through our millennial gloom!” The 
switchblade, and the way it is defined like a Hemingway protagonist 
only through action, could have inspired Boccioni’s Unique Forms 
of Continuity in Space. I could imagine Giacomo Balla attempting 
to describe the blade’s milliseconds of existence in different spatial 
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planes, as he did with a dachshund’s legs in the painting Dynamism 
of a Dog on a Leash.

At the same time, its somewhat camp appearance in films like 
Rebel Without a Cause or musicals like West Side Story endowed the 
switchblade with culturally rebellious status, making it an easy 
target for misguided vilification by myopic American legislators 
in the mid 20th century. As if the mere addition of a spring will 
make any bladed tool more innately dangerous and its wielder 
more morally ambiguous.

What you should know is that the switchblade was born in 
the mid 18th century with examples from English cutlery makers 
featuring stag handles and engraved silver bolsters. The addition 
of a spring bar and release button allowed you to activate and 
open a knife with one hand, doubtless in order to create a ‘beau 
geste’ as elegant as withdrawing and checking the time on a 
Breguet pocket-watch. Indeed, the switchblade, with its capacity 
to be extracted and opened in one fluid motion, in order to spear 
a particularly succulent roasted quail, was far more elegant in 
practice than the pedestrian motion of fumbling around and 
risking damage to one’s nails with a traditional farmer’s folding 
knife. The iconography of the Italian Stiletto, with its long, sleek, 
visually arresting profile, has its roots in 19th-century France, 
with the popularisation of the Châtellerault knife among fighting 
gentlemen of quality. These knives are made distinct by their 
S-shaped crossguard and picklock mechanism for locking and 
unlocking the blades in their full priapic position, and often 
they had highly decorated pearl or ivory handles. Indeed, by the 
1920s, sword makers in Toledo, Spain were creating gold-plated 
automatic lever-lock knives with pearl handles and enamel-

inlaid blades based on the iconography of the Châtellerault. In 
that same period, in a town in Italy north of Venice called Maniago, 
a man who would become the greatest producer of Italian artisanal 
switchblades, a man named Angelo Campolin, was born. Maniago’s 
history in the production of fine, crafted blades dates back to 
1453, when a certain enterprising individual known only as Nicolo 
obtained permission from the Venice Water Authority to create 
an irrigation ditch from the Colvera stream. Along this new water 
source many ironworks were soon established, initially to create 
farming tools but before long to craft swords and spears for the 
Republic of Venice. Indeed, there is no doubt that wonderful blades 
forged in Maniago were used in the Venice conflict against the 
League of Cambrai, which saw Venice first losing then victoriously 
regaining all its mainlands in the early 16th century.

Since that time, Maniago rose to predominance as the epicentre 
of fine Italian blade making, with hundreds of blacksmiths and 
knife makers establishing themselves in the ensuing five centuries. 
Similarly, Angelo Campolin joined his brethren of steel in the craft 
of knife making in Maniago, but with one distinct difference: he 
decided to focus all his God-given talents on the creation of the 
world’s most sublime switchblades.

In 1947 Campolin completed his first 30 knives, each one 
the ultimate expression of the artistry encoded within him and 
expressed through the ability in his hands. Each one of these knives 
was a work of art, an expression of his passion and his desire to 
invoke beauty in the pragmatic. Each one of these was stamped 
at the base of the blade with Angelo Campolin. At 38 to 45cm they 
were also unique in size — staggering ursine beauties of substantial 
weight belied by their hand-crafted brass bolsters and horn or 

hand-rubbed wood handles. He then packed his knives and rode 
his bicycle to Venice, where he sold them all. Soon, his reputation 
for quality and beauty reached collectors around Europe.

Over the next decades, Campolin would collaborate with 
renowned Italian switchblade maker Mauro Mario, and together 
they would craft knives for well-known American importers, all the 
while continuing to forge new styles in switchblades, including swivel 
bolster and lock-back styles. Campolin’s son, Gianni, would follow 
in his footsteps, and in the 1970s he created knives for the Robert 
Klaas Company in Solingen, Germany, and went on to found Falcon 
knives in Maniago. But it was those first 30 knives that Campolin Sr. 
created that would represent the summation of his brilliance.

In 1999 Gianni’s son, Angelo Jr., joined his father and 
grandfather at the family firm. Enchanted by both the history 
of the switchblade and history of blade craft in Maniago, he 
opened a company focusing on artisanal expressions of the 
Italian switchblade, which stood in militant opposition to 
the mass-produced, often Asian-made, versions that were 
proliferating around the world. 

Around this time, three Americans, who were among the 
world’s pre-eminent vintage switchblade collectors — Dan Fuller, 
a professor of English at Kent State University, Tim Zinser, a 
general contractor from Northern California, and Neal Punchard, 
a mechanical engineer from the Midwest — were researching 
their book, Switchblades of Italy, the definitive tome on Italian 
switchblade collecting. Accordingly, they made their pilgrimage to 
Maniago, where, at a meeting with Angelo Jr., they expressed their 
profound desire to help create a company that would once again 
make Italian switchblades with the quality and beauty that Angelo 

Campolin had captured in his initial 30 knives. The objective 
was to create the finest artisanal-quality switchblades made with 
respect to traditional Maniago techniques. Says Angelo Jr., “It’s 
interesting to me, but the more the world modernises, the more 
there seems to be a desire to return to tradition, to get back to 
what is real, authentic and made by human hands. For many years 
I wanted to eschew the more industrial techniques of knife making 
and reunite my family with the craft of true artisan knife making. 
Suddenly I had three American collectors telling me they wanted 
the same thing. It seemed like destiny.” It was with this impetus 
that A.G.A. (for Angelo, Gianni and Angelo Jr.) Campolin was 
created, a company dedicated to using the three-generation, 
70-year-old savoir-faire of the Campolin family to create not so 
much knives as works of kinetic sculpture.

The switchblade-collecting community reacted with great 
affection and support. Angelo Jr. says that, several years ago, a well-
known dealer and collector named Brad West handed him a knife. 
It was a large switchblade, clearly quite old with an enchantingly 
patinaed handle, but in well-kept condition. Opening it, Angelo Jr. 
saw that the blade was stamped ‘Angelo Campolin’, and his heart 
quickened. He realised in his hands he was holding one of the first 
30 switchblades made by his grandfather and brought to Venice 
in 1947. It was the perfection of this knife that compelled him and 
his partners to return his craft to its roots and bring it to the world 
today. Angelo Jr. says: “I told Brad, ‘You have to sell it to me’. Brad 
replied, ‘It’s not for sale’. Then, seeing how dejected I was, he 
explained, ‘It’s my gift to you’.” This knife is exhibited in the A.G.A. 
Campolin showroom in Villach, Austria, a priceless repository of 
Maniago and Campolin family craft and spirit. 
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